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February 2, 1995

PG8 E Letter No. DCL-95-025

L. J. Callan, Regional Administrator
U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region lV
611 Ryan Ptaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-8064

Docket No. 50-275, OL-OPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Reouest for Er,forcement Discretion Re ardtng Compliance
with Technical S eciTication 3/4,3.1 "Rag<or Tri S stem instrumentation 'nd
3/4.3.2 "En ineered Saiet Features Actuation S~ stem Instrumentation."

Dear Mr. Gattan:

Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix G, PG8:E requests the HRC to exercise
~ enforcement discretion regarding compliance with Technical Specification (TS}
3/4.3.1, "Reactor Trip System Instrumentation," and 3/4.3,2, "Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System Instrumentatton." The request is made to allow
continued operation with one train of the solid state protection system (SSPS) lo
be inoperable t'or longer than the 6 hours allowed by TS 3/4.3.2. The
enforcement discretion would also allow each reactor trip breaker tc be
bypassed for maintenance for longer than the 2 hours allowed by action
statement 10 of TS 3/4.3.1.

On February 1, 1995, at 1025 PST, PG8 E determined that a high energy lir;e
break (HELB) could result in the failure of the SSPS. The occurrence of the
HELB coincident with a single active failure of the other SSPS train would result
in both trains of SSPS not being avaitable to mitigate the consequences of the
HELB.

A design change will be implemented to provide electrical separation between
the class ll circuitry and the class l SSPS power supplies, Foltowing approval of
the design change, one maintenance crew willbe trained on implementation of
the design change in the SSPS mockup at OCPP. This crew will be responsible
for the imptementation of the design change. Following training, the crew will
implement the design change on one unit, Post modification testing will then be
required to verify correct implementation of the design change. To allow work to
be performed on only one train of the SSPS at a time, enforcement discretion
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&E Letter No. DCL-95425

L. J. Gal!an
February 2, 1994
Page 2

from the above TS requirements is required to complete the design charige and
associated post modification testing, not to exceed 1200 PST on February 5,
1995.

The preliminary root cause of this condition was that the original HELB analysis
for the Turbine Building did not identify the potential failure effect of the
unisolated class ll channels on the safety-related c!ass l SSPS logic power
supplies. PGKE will initiate further investigation to finalize the root cause
evaluat!on, determine corrective actions to prevent recurrence, including
evaluating otl er generic aspects and determine the safety significance of the
condition. including other initiating events. ln order to complete a detailed
understanding of the safety significance of other events, includirig other piping
configurations an extensive engineering evaluation v ovid have been required.
PG8 E determined that the more prudent act! on would be to request the
enforcement discretion to correct the identified deficiencies rather than delaying
the corre tive actions in order to complete the required engineering evaluations,

The justific-!ionfor the duration of the request, the compensatory rrieasures, the
safety evaluation and an evaluatior. of the potential impact on the public health
and safety and the environment are enclo ed.

Sincerefy,

XYlp~cp~ f'~
Warren H. Fujimoto

cc: Edvhrard T. Baker
Mary H. Miller
Kenneth L. Perkins
Diablo Distribution
Document Control Desk
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ENCLOSURE

REQUEST FOR ENFORCEMENT D!SCRETION REGARDING COMPLIANCE
WITH TECHNICALSPECIF)CATION 3/4.3.1, "REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM
!NSTRUMENTATION,'ND3/4.3.2, "ENG(NEERED SAFETY FEATURES

ACTUATIONSYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION"

" A. INTRODUCTION

On February 1, 1995, POKE determined that a main steam line break (MSLB) in

the Turbine Building could result in failure of one train of the soiid state
protection system (SSPS). A double-ended guillotine oreak of a main steam line
is postulated lo occur at the turbine stop valve on the $ 40 foot elevation of the
Turbine Building. This could result in the steam jet from the;aulted main steam
line striking electrical terminal boxes. However, only one electrical terminal box,
and consequently only one train of SSPS, would be rendered inoperable by a

given MSLB oriental!on.

Tne electricai terminal boxes contain two SSPS instrument channels. Th se
channels are class ll inputs to the SSPS and are not electrically isolated from
the class I logic power supp!ies of the SSPS,

If the steam jet from the faulted main steam!ine were to strike one of the
, electrical terminal boxes, a force of approximately 20,000 pounds could be

applied normal to the surface of the panel. The force would destroy the panel
and could potentially cause short circuits in the ciass II inputs to the SSPS.
Since the class il channels are not e!cctncally iso!ated from the SSPS power
supp!ies, the short could cause tl e fuses',or the SSPS class I power supplies in

one train to fail . The failure of the fuses for the class I power supplies would
disab!a the looic circuitry of one train of Ne SSPS, rendering the train
inoperable. If a single active failure of ihe instrument A,C. bus supplying power
to the slave relays of the othe" SSPS train were to occur, both trains of SSPS
would be rendered inoperable. No automatic actuations would be available to

mitigate the consequences of the steam line break. However, the reactor would
trip upon loss of SSPS.

During the walkdowns, other potential MSLBs in the Turbine Building were
Identified that could result!n short circuits in as many as three class II channels.
However, these other MSLBs will still result. in the failure of only one SSPS train.
The safety evaluation below is applicable ta these other postui"ted scenarios.
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Following corrpletion of the review of this condition by the plant staff review
committee, both trains of the SSPS for both units were declared inoperable and

TS 3.0.3 was entered.

The situation requires enforcement discretion in order to prevent a forced
shutdown of Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) Units 1 and 2. TS 3.0.3
requires that preparations be made to initiate a unit shutdown within 1 hour, ard
that the unit then be piaced in Mode 3 (Hot Standby) within the following 6
hours, in Miode 4 (Hot Shutdown) within the following 6 hours, and in Mode 5

(C-ld Sh" "down) within the following 24 hours. The situation could not be
avoided since the potential failure cf the SSPS was only recently identiTied

during a walkdown investigaticn of a main steam line design criteria question.

At 1125 PST an February 1, 1995, the NRC granted verbal enforcement
discretion conditional upon receipt for approval of an acceptable written request
within 24 hours and subsequent approval. Upon receipt oi verbal approval of
the enforcement discretion, PGKE exited TS 3.0.3.

PGRE requested the NRC to exercise enforcement discretion starting at 1125
PST on February 1, 1995, and ending upon implementation of a design change
to electrically isolate SSPS direct contact input circuits from the class I SSPS
logic power supplies. The implementation and associated post modification
te ting of the design change will be completed no later than 1200 PST on
Februaiy 5, 1995.

TECHiNICALSPECIFICATION OR OTHER LICENSE CGNDITION THAT VlILL
BE VIOLATED

TS 3.3.2, Table 3.3-3, functional units 1.a, "Safety Injection - Manual initiation,"
1.b, "Safety Injection - Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays," 2,b,
"Containment Spray - Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays," 3.a.2),
"Phase A Isolation - Automatic Actuation Logic ana Actuation Relays," 3.b.2),
"Phase B Isolation - Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays," 4.b.,
"Steam Line isolation - Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuat!on Relays," 5,a.,
"Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation - Automatic'Actuatior< Logic and Actuation
Relays," and G.b., "AuxiliaryFeedwater - Automatic Actuation Logic and
Actuation Relays" require that both SSPS logic trains be operable. Ifone logic
train is inoperable, each functional unit has an associated action statement. For
all the functional units except 3.c.1), the action statements allow 6 hours to
restore the inoperable channel to operable status or place the plant in Mode 3

(Hot Standby) within the following 6 hours.
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To perform the required modifications to the class li circuits, the reac:or trip
breakers will be placed in bypass. TS 3,3.5 allows the reactor trip breakers to be
placed in bypass for up to 2 hours. However, each reactor trip breaker willbe
required to be placed in bypass for up to 6 hours to perform the required
modification.

C. CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE SITUATION

NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan," Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 require that
evaluations be performed to verify tha'. HELBs will not renoer safety-related
equipment inoperabie that could prevent the p)ant from being brougl t to 8 cold
shutdown condition. As part of the HELB evaluations, any equipment rendered
inoperable by a HELB must be assumed to be inoperable. Additionafly, the
single active failure that has the most negative impact on mitigating the
consequences of the HELB must be assumed. The evaluation ther. a! Iows any
remaining systems, including those actuated as a result of operator action, to be
used to mitigate the consequences of the HELB. Any operator action credited
for mitigation must occur in a time reasonable for the operators to perform, and
the operators must have access to the required equipment during the HELB.
The HELB analyses of safety-related equipment at DCPP were accepted in
supplemental safety evaluation repoi4s (SSERs) 6 and 13.

The condition was ideritified during the investigation of a design criteria
question. During the walkdown, the involved engineers questioned whether aif
targets near the mairi steam line had been evaluated for high energy fine break
(HELB) concerns. The results of the subsequent investigation identified that
class II SSPS input circuits ccuid be impacted by a mair. steam line HELB and,
thereby, degrade the operability of the SSPS.

The preliminary root cause of this condition was that the original HELB analysis
for the Turbine Building did not identify the potential failure effect of the
unisolated class Ii channels on the safety-related class I SSPS logic power
supplies. PQRE will initiate a detailed investigation to finalize the root cause
evaluation, determine corrective actions to prevent recurrence, incfuding
evaluating generic aspects that may be applicable to other safety systems and
determine the safety significance of the condition, including other initiating
events. fn order to complete a detailed understanding of the safety signific-nce
of other events, including other piping configurations an extensive engineering
evaluation is required. PGKE determine that the more prudent action would be
to request the enforcement discretion action to correct the identified deficiencies
rather than delaying the corrective actions in order to complete the required
engineering evaluations.
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D SAFETY EVALUATION

Background

The SSPS receives input signals from plant sensors. The plant sensors are
divided into 4 channeis (I, II, III, and IY). Each channel provides input to the
SSPS through a separate input bay. In addition,-each SSPS input bay is
powered from one of the four vital instrument A.C. busses, Through the input
bay, power is supplied to the logic bay and input signals that do not originate
from Eagle 21 or the nuclear instrument drawers.

The input from plant sensors is then processed through the logic circuitry of the
SSPS to determine required equipment actuations to mitigate the consequences
of an accident. After the logic circuitry has processed the input signals, the
appropriate signals are then sent to the output bay of the SSPS, where output
siave relays actuate the appropriate plant equipment. The relays in the output
bay are powered from instrument bus I for train A and instrument bus IYfor train
B.

Effect of Condition on Safety Function

The failure of the fuses for the logic power supplies in one train of the SSPS
would render the train inoperable. If a single active failure renders the other
SSPS train inoperable, no automatic equipment actuation would occur to
mitigate the consequences of the main steam line break.

Westinghouse Evaluation

Westinghouse has performed an evaluation to determine the results of a h1SLB

outside containment if the SSPS is inoperable. The evaluation assumed the
following;

3.
4
5.

A double-ended rupture of a main steam line resulting in an effective
break size of 1.4 square feet per steam generator, which corresponds to
the total effective flow area of the flow restrictor in each steam generator,
initial plant conditions of hot zero power to maximize the volume of water
in the steam generators and minimize initial stored energy in the RCS.
End-of-life reactivity conditions.
No decay heat.
All rods fully inserted with the exceptior, of the most reactive. t~d fully
withdrawn.
No operator action.
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8.
9

No automatic equipment actuation with the exceptfon of the passive
actuation of the safety injection accumu! ators.
100% power nominal main feedwater flow.
Maximum auxiliary feedwater flow.

These assumptions are consistent with the main steam!ine break analysis in
FSAR Update Chapter 16.

The results of the evaluation indicate that although the reactor does return to
power, not only is the DNB design basis met, but the current F SAR,'icensing
basis MSLB core response analyses remain bounding.

Although the cooldown evafuated was greater than that!n the design basis
MSLB, Westinghouse performed a preliminary evaluati n on the effect of the
condition on pressurized thermal shock (PTS) and concluded the increased
cooldown had no appreciable effect on PTS risk.

Simulator Response(Qperatcr Action

The MSLB with a loss of both SSPS trains and no operator action was modeled
or! the OCPP simulator. The results of the simulator run indicate no return to
power during the MSLB. The plant response from the simulator run was shown
to several f,'censed operators to determine their response to the event. They
indicated that they would identify the need for a safety injection and manua! ly
align the plant for safety in!ection within a few minutes after the event given the
guidance in the emergency operating procedures. Based on this preliminary
review, PGSE beiieves that this satisfies the criteria in NUREQ-0800 previous!y
mentioned for operator action credited in mitigatir!g the HE' in a time!y
manner. Addit!onaffy, operator simulator training inc!udes loss of power supplies
and automatic ESF actuation capability,

Probability of Main Steam Line Faifure Coincident with SSPS Train Faifure

A probabtlistic risk assessment (PRA) was performed to estimate the change in
core damage frequency during the period that the enforcement discretion is
applicable. The PRA conservat! vely assumed that any steam fine break outside
containment cf any size would fait one train of SSPS and considered the
probability that the other train of SSPS could fait independently. Also, the PRA
evaluated the risk during the periods when the design change is implemented
and one train of SSPS and one reactor trip breaker is removed from service.
The total increase in risk is the sum of the risk of being fn the degraded plant
condition and the risk of implementing the design change while at power. The
total increase in risk, for the c!rcumstances described in this enforcement
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discretion, is estimated to b 0.3% (or 2 x 10'ncrease in core damage
frequency) of the Internal events annual core damage frequency. According to
the NEl Draft "PSA Applications Gufde," dated June 10, 1994, a temporary
change in core damage frequency of less than 1 x ]0~ is constdered to be non-
risk significant. Therefore, the incremental risk associated with extending the
out of service time is fudged to be acceptable.

Corrective Action

To assure that an HELB willnot cause short circuits that could result in the
failure of a train of the SSP$ , a design change will be implemented to e!ectricatfy
isolate the direct contact SSPS inputs from the class f GSPS logic power
supplies. Following approval of the design change, one technician crew wi!! be
trained on implementation of the design change in the SSPS mock-up at DCPP.
This crew will be responsible for the implementation o': the design change both
o', the SSPS in both DCPP units. Following training, the crew v~itt begin to
impfement tf;e design change on one unit. Post modification testing w'.ll then be
required to verify correct implementation of the design change.

E. COMPENSATORY MEASURES

The fotlowing actions wilt be taken to provide ad"itional assurance that the
public health and safety will not be adversely af.'ected by this en':orcement
discretion request.

The design change will be performed on on!y one train of the SSPS at
any given time. This willprovide assurance that at least one train oi
SSPS on each unit of SSPS would perform its required function to
mitigate the consequer ces af most accidents.

2,

3.

Train-related maintenance and surveillance testing will be suspended
untit the implementation of the design change.

High risk plant evolutions will be avoided.

An Operations shift order has been prepared desc ibing this condition
and the proper imptementation of the emergency procedure for
responding to a MSLB that affects the SSPS.

A unit wilt not be votuntarify curtailed until the imptementation of the
design change is completed.
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6. Activities on the 140 foot etevation of the turbine deck that could result in
damage to the steam Iiries {such as movement oi toads over Pe high
prcssure turbine) will be restricted until imptementation of 4e design
change is ccmptete.

F. 'USTIFICATIONFOR NONCOMPLIANCE DURATION

As discussed above, approximately 4 days until 1200 PST on February 5, 1995,
is required to complete the preparation and approvat of a design change to train
a technician crew on the implementation of the design change, and to implement
and complete post modification testing.

UNREVIEWED SAFETY QUESTION AND NO SIGNIFICANTH~+RDS
EVALUATION

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 and 10 CFR 50.92(c), PGSE's evaluation of
the proposed enforcement discretion. for an unreviewed safety question and no
significant hazards considerations is as follows:

The preposed eniorcemerit discretion doeS not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident or malfunction
previously evaluated.

The probability of a MSLB accident is not affected by the proposed
enforcement discretion.

The only equipment faiture potentially affected is failure of a train of
SSPS. Failure of the SSPS as the initiating event or failure of an SSPS
train following any accident other than a steam line break ls unaffected.

Using the NEI Draft "PSA Application Guide,' PRA was performed that
indicated the increase in probability resulting from the proposed
enforcement discretion was insignificant.

The consequences of a malfunction of the SSPS due to a MSLB in the
Turbine Buifding coincident with a single active failure of one train of he
SSPS were evaluated by Westinghouse. The evaluation concluded that
the DNBR limits would be satisfied.

Therefore, the request does r ot involve a significant!ncrease in the
probability or consequences uf an accident or malfunction previously
evaluated.
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Does the enforcement discretion create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

A MSLB has been evaluated in the FSAR. The evaluation assumes that
at least one train of the SSPS is availabie to mitigate the consequences of
the MSLB. However, the MSLB in the turbine building could render both
trains of 0 e SSPS inoperable when a single active failure is considered.

NUREG-0800 allows operator action to be credited in mitigating the
consequences of an accident, A PG8 E preliminary review of the operator
response to the MSLB without SSPS was performed. PG8 E believes this
review indicates that the operators would be capable of rnitlgating the
consequences of the MSLB in adequate time to prevent core damage.

Westinghouse also performed an evaluation of a MSLB without any SSPS
available or operator action. The Westinghouse evaluation concluded
that DNBR limits would be satisfied.

Therefore, enforcement discretion does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

Does the enforcement discretion involve a significant reduction in the
margin of safety?

A pRA was performed that determined that the probability of a MSLB that
disables one train of SSPS coinc!dent with a single active failure of the
other SSPS train during the period of the enforcement discretlor, was
insignificant.

A PGB,E preliminary review of the operator response to the MSLB without
SSPS demonstrates that the operators would be capable of mitigating the
consequences of the MSLB in adequate time to prevent core damage.

Westinghouse also performed an evaluation of a MSLB without any SSPB
available or op rator action. The Westinghouse evaluation concluded.
that DNBR limits ~ould be satisfied.

Therefore, the enforcement discretion does not involve a significant
. reduction in the margin of sa':ety.

ln conclusion, based on the above safety evaluation, PG8E believes that
the activities associated with this enforcement discretion request satisfy
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59 and 10 CFR 50.92(c), A cordingly, a
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no significant hazards consideration finding is justified and no unreviewed
safety question exists.

H. ENVIRONMENTALEVALUATION

PG8 E has evaluated the proposed request for enforcement discretion and
determined the request does not involve {i)a significant hazards
consideration, {ii)a significant change in the types or significant increase
in the amounts of any effluent that may be released offsite, or (iii)a
signiTicant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure. Accordingly, the request meets the eligibilitycriteria for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant
to 10 CFR 61.22(b), an environmental assessment of the request for
enforcement discretion is not required.

PLANT STAFF REVIEW COMMITTEEAPPROVAL

The request for enforcement discretion and its basis were reviewed by the PG8 F
Plant Staff Review Committee (PSRC) prior to the request being made to the
NRG. The PSRC also reviewed and concurred with this written request.

TOTAL P. 12
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